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ABSTRACT: The study of algorithms for active vibration control in smart structures is an
area of interest, mainly due to the demand for better performance of mechanical systems, such
as aircraft and aerospace structures. Smart structures, formed using actuators and sensors, can
improve the dynamic performance with the application of several kinds of controllers. This
article describes the application of a technique based on linear matrix inequalities (LMI) to
design an active control system. The positioning of the actuators, the design of a robust state
feedback controller and the design of an observer are all achieved using LMI. The following
are considered in the controller design: limited actuator input, bounded output (energy) and
robustness to parametric uncertainties. Active vibration control of a flat plate is chosen as an
application example. The model is identified using experimental data by an eigensystem
realization algorithm (ERA) and the placement of the two piezoelectric actuators and single
sensor is determined using a finite element model (FEM) and an optimization procedure.
A robust controller for active damping is designed using an LMI framework, and a reduced
model with observation and control spillover effects is implemented using a computer. The
simulation results demonstrate the efficacy of the approach, and show that the control system
increases the damping in some of the modes.

Key Words: robust control, LMI, active vibration control, smart structures.

INTRODUCTION

V
IBRATION reduction is important in many engineer-
ing applications, particularly in space vehicles and

aircraft. Active vibration control (AVC) in distributed
structures is of practical interest because of the demand-
ing requirement for guaranteed performance and
stability. This is particularly important in light-weight
structures as they generally have low internal damping
(Yan and Yam, 2002).
An AVC system requires actuators and sensors and

a controller (Clark et al., 1998), and the design process
of such a system encompasses three main phases:
structural design, optimal placement of sensors and
actuators and controller design. For an optimal design,
the placement of sensor/actuators on the structure, and
the controller have to be considered simultaneously
(Lopes et al., 2004).
Two basic approaches, namely open-loop and closed-

loop, are normally used for optimal placement of

sensors and actuators (Oliveira and Geromel, 2000).
The open-loop procedure significantly simplifies the
problem because the selection is performed indepen-
dently of any control law. Practical examples of this
procedure are given in Kabamba et al. (1994),
Gawronski (1998) and Brasseur et al. (2004). With this
approach, however, there is no guarantee that there is
the best closed-loop performance. In the closed-loop
approach, the goal is to design the controller to
minimize some performance criteria, at the same time
considering the effects of transducer placement
(Geromel, 1989).

There are many robust control techniques described
in the literature whose objective is active damping.
However, in this article a recent technique involving
linear matrix inequalities (LMI) is used, because it has
some advantages over conventional controller design
approaches. The major advantage is in the design of
a controller because it enables many different kinds of
constraint to be specified easily, for example stability,
decay rate, actuator input limit and a bound on the peak
output. In the last decade LMI has been used to solve
many problems, not necessarily active vibration control,*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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which until then were not possible using other meth-
odologies (Boyd et al., 1993, 1994; Grigoriadis and
Skelton, 1996). Once formulated in terms of an LMI,
a problem can be solved efficiently using convex
optimization algorithms, for example, interior-point
methods (Gahinet et al., 1995). Limited work has
been done on the use of LMI for active vibration
control. Sana and Rao (2000) used LMI to design an
output feedback controller to increase the damping
in some modes of a cantilever beam. However, the
resulting matrix inequalities involved bilinear matrix
inequalities (BMI) in unknown variables, and hence it
became a non-convex optimization problem. Because
of this, the BMI could not be solved directly using
standard convex optimization software, and it was
necessary to use an iterative method, as cone comple-
mentary linearization algorithm, described in Ghaoui
et al. (1997). Gonçalves et al. (2002) compared H2 and
H1 optimal control with state-feedback via LMI of a
two degree-of-freedom (2DOF) mechanical system,
using a solution procedure proposed by Peres (1997).
Gonçalves et al. (2003a, b) designed a state-feedback
system using classical LMI as described in Boyd et al.
(1994) for a 2DOF mechanical system and a fixed–fixed
aluminium beam.
The aim of this article is to illustrate the design

procedure of an AVC system using LMI, for parametric
uncertainty rejection described by politopic linear
differential inclusions (PLDI). A procedure, that was
first proposed by Geromel et al. (1991), is used. Active
vibration control of a flat plate using two piezoelectric
(PZT) actuators and an accelerometer is chosen as
an application example. The model is identified using
experimental data by an eigensystem realization algo-
rithm (ERA) (Juang and Minh, 2001), and the place-
ment of the two piezoelectric actuators and single sensor
is determined using a finite element model (FEM) and
an optimization procedure. A robust controller for
active damping is designed using an LMI framework,
and a reduced model with observation and control

spillover effects is implemented using a computer;
simulations are presented. Since, not every state is
available from measurement, a dynamic observer is also
implemented using LMI.

MODAL STATE-SPACE MODEL

A mathematical model of a structure can be obtained
by using the finite element method (FEM). Such
a model, including the electromechanical coupling
between the piezoelectric actuators and the structure,
is given by Lopes et al. (2000)

M €qqþD _qqþ Kq ¼ BTu

y ¼ Cqqþ C _qq _qqþ C €qq €qq
ð1a, bÞ

where M, D and K are the mass, damping and
stiffness matrices respectively; q is the displacement
vector and the over dot denotes differentiation with
respect to time; the matrix BT¼ [Bw Bv] is a spatial
coupling matrix related to the s-length input vector
u¼ [w v]T, where w is the disturbance vector and v is
the control input vector. The r-length output vector is y
which is related to the displacement, velocity and
acceleration vectors through the matrices C, C _qq and C €qq

respectively.
An example of the coupling matrices for the

input control and disturbance vectors are shown in
Figure 1(a). Note that in this example only a single
actuator is used in each case so the matrices are, in
fact, vectors. The PZT elements are driven in anti-
phase and thus generate a bending moment. The aim
in a placement procedure for a PZT actuator is to
find the matrix Bv that maximizes/minimizes some
specified index. A possible configuration for a sensor
that measures vertical displacement together with
the coupling matrices is shown in Figure 1(b). More
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Figure 1. Examples of the coupling vectors between the inputs and outputs and the structure. (a) Assembly of the disturbance and control input
vectors for a point force and a piezoelectric actuator and (b) assembly of the output vectors for a single displacement sensor.
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information about this topic can be found in Gonçalves
et al. (2003b).
Provided that the damping matrix in Equation (1a)

can be diagonalized, Equations (1a,b) can be written in
modal form as:

€qqm þ 2Z: _qqm þ:
2qm ¼ Bmu

y ¼ Cqmqm þ C _qqm _qqm þ C €qqm €qqm
ð2a, bÞ

where qm¼(
�1q and ( is the modal matrix; the n�n

damping matrix is given by Z¼ 0.5((TM()�1/2�
((TK()�1/2((TD(), the n� n natural frequency
matrix by : ¼ ð(TM(Þ�1=2ð(TK(Þ1=2, the n� s modal
spatial coupling matrix by Bm ¼ ð(

TM(Þ�1(TBT, the
r� n modal displacement, velocity and acceleration
matrices are given by Cqm ¼ Cq(, C _qqm ¼ C _qq( and
C €qqm ¼ C €qq( respectively. Equations (2a,b) represent
a set of n independent equations for each mode of
displacement. The equations for the ith mode are
given by

€qqmi þ 2�i!i _qqmi þ !
2
i qmi ¼ Bmiu

yi ¼ Cqmiqmi þ C _qqmi _qqmi þ C €qqmi €qqmi

ð3a, bÞ

where Bmi is the ith row of the modal spatial coupling
matrix and Cqmi, C _qqmi and C €qqmi are the ith columns
of the displacement, velocity and acceleration matrices
respectively. The modal model, consisting of n modes,
can be written in modal state-space form as
(Gawronski, 1998),

_xx ¼ Axþ Bu

y ¼ Cxþ Eu
ð4a, bÞ

where the state vector, x, in modal coordinates consists
of 2n independent components, xi, that represents the
state of each mode. The ith modal state component is
given by

xi ¼
qmi

qmoi

� �
,

where qmoi ¼ �iqmi þ ð _qqmi=!iÞ. In Equation (4a) the
system matrix is given by the block diagonal matrix
A¼ diag(Ai) where

Ai ¼
��i!i !i

!i �
2
i � 1

� �
��i!i

" #

is a 2� 2 block, and the spatial coupling matrix is given
by the block matrix

B ¼

B1

Bi

..

.

Bn

2
66664

3
77775

where

Bi ¼
0

Bmi

� �

is a 2� s block. In Equation (4b), C¼ [C1 Ci . . . Cn] is
a block matrix, where Ci¼ [C1i C2i] is an r� 2 block,
and C1i ¼ Cqmi � !iC _qqmi þ !

2
i ð2�

2
i � 1ÞC €qqmi and C2i ¼

!iðC _qqmi � 2�i!iC €qqmiÞ; the feedthrough matrix E is given
by E ¼ C €qqmBm.

PLACEMENT OF SENSORS AND ACTUATORS

USING THE H‘ NORM

The actuators should be placed at points to excite the
desired modes most effectively. As mentioned in the
introduction there are two approaches to this; open-
and closed-loop methods. In this article an open-loop
method is used. The controllability Grammian is a good
index to use in the choice of actuator positions,
however, it is difficult to calculate this index. Recent
papers have considered a spatial controllability index
using the spatial H2 norm, for example Halim and
Moheimani (2003) and Brasseur et al. (2004). This index
maintains the controllability of selected modes without
degrading the overall performance of the system.
Another approach is to use the H1 norm, Gawronski
(1998). This approach is adopted here, but the H1 norm
is determined using LMI. The index quantifies the
excitation efficiency of the kth actuator on the ith mode
and is defined as

�ik ¼
Hikk k1

Hk k1
, k ¼ 1, . . . ,R i ¼ 1, . . . , n ð5Þ

where R is the number of candidate actuator positions.
The denominator of Equation (5) is the H1 norm
considering all modes and is chosen so that 0� �ik� 1.
Gonçalves et al. (2002) discuss how to determine this
norm by solving a set of LMI and so is only discussed
briefly here. The H1 norm can be found by solving the
following optimization problem

Hikk k21¼ min �

subject to
AT

i Pþ PAi þ CCT PB �vvk

BT
�vvkP ��

" #
< 0

P > 0

� > 0 ð6Þ

where P is a symmetric, positive and defined matrix,
and � is the optimization parameter. Ai is the state
matrix of the ith mode and B �vvk is the part of matrix B in
Equation (4a) that is related to the kth control input.
This norm also corresponds to the maximum in the
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frequency response function. It is convenient to repre-
sent the placement indices as a placement matrix

T ¼

�11 �12 � � � �1k � � � �1R

�21 �22 � � � �2k � � � �2R

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

�i1 �i2 � � � �ik � � � �iR

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

�n1 �n2 � � � �nk � � � �nR

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
( ith mode

*

kth actuator

ð7Þ

where the kth column consists of indices of the
kth actuator for each mode, and the ith row is a set
of the indices of the ith mode for each actuator.
The largest indices indicate optimal actuator place-
ments. It is possible to determine the optimal placement
of the sensors in a similar way, as discussed by
Gawronski (1998).
Equation (7) can be constructed by varying the matrix

B �vv, while fixing C. To simplify matters it is assumed here
that the disturbance does not affect the placement of the
actuators. If the disturbance is to be considered then it
would be necessary to recalculate the index given in
Equation (5) including this effect.

STATE-FEEDBACK DESIGN VIA LMI

In this section, a robust controller with a prescribed
decay rate and limited output is designed using LMI.
The system is described in modal state-space form by
Equations (4a, b). The order of the state-space repre-
sentation is generally very large, causing numerical
difficulties. Therefore, the determination of a low-order
model is necessary. Equations (4a, b) can be written in
terms of controlled (low frequency) modes and residual
high frequency modes as

_xxc

_xxr

8<
:

9=
; ¼

Ac tð Þ 0

0 Ar

2
4

3
5 xc

xr

8<
:

9=
;þ

Bc

Br

2
4

3
5u

y ¼ Cc Cr

� � xc

xr

8<
:

9=
;þ Eu

ð8a, bÞ

where the subscripts (�)c and (�)r mean controlled
and residual modes respectively. The system matrix A

contains parameters which have some uncertainty such
that the natural frequencies of the system may change
with time. To emphasise this, it is shown as AðtÞ. It
should be noted that the matrix E is included to allow
for an accelerometer to be used as a sensor, which is
used in the experimental work in this article. The part of

the system matrix Ac(t) related to the controlled modes
satisfies:

Ac tð Þ 2 :, : ¼ Co Ac,1, . . . ,Ac,v

	 

ð9Þ

where : is a polytope that is described by a list of
vertexes in a convex space Co (Boyd et al., 1994), and v
is the number of vertices of the polytopic system. The
number of vertices is given by 2q, where q is the number
of parameters that have uncertainty.

The state-feedback control design problem is to
determine the state-feedback gain matrix G in the
linear control law v ¼ Gxc where v is the vector of
control inputs. The part of Equation (8) related to the
controlled modes can hence be written as

_xxc ¼ Ac tð Þ þ B �vvcGð Þxc, Ac tð Þ 2 : ð10Þ

where B �vvc is the part of the matrix Bc in Equation (8)
that is related to the control inputs. The closed-loop
system described by Equation (10) is quadratically
stable if and only if the following LMI is feasible:

Q>0, Ac, pQþQAT
c, p þ B �vvcYþ YTBT

�vvc < 0,

p ¼ 1, 2, . . . , v ð11Þ

where Q is a symmetric, positive and defined matrix and
Y¼GQ; both Y and Q are regarded as variables. Ac, p is
the pth vertex polytopic system, p¼ 1, 2, . . . , v, where v is
the number of vertices (Boyd et al., 1994).

It is assumed that the peak energy of the output is
bounded and that Q satisfies inequality (11). Defining
the ellipsoid e that is related to the state vector of the
controlled modes as (Folcher and Ghaoui, 1994)

e ¼ xc 2 Rn xTcQ
�1xc � 1

��	 

ð12Þ

The ellipsoid is said to be invariant if xc 0ð Þ 2 e)

8t>0, xc tð Þ 2 e, where xcð0Þ is the initial state. The
maximum output energy for a given initial state is
given by

max

Z 1
0

yTy dt _xxc ¼ Ac tð Þxc, y ¼ Ccxc
��� �

,

where Ac tð Þ 2 : ð13Þ

Suppose there exists a Lyapunov function, V xcð Þ ¼
xTcQ

�1xc such that Q>0 and _VV xð Þ��yTy. In an LMI
this condition is equivalent to:

Q>0,
Ac, pQþQAT

c, p QCT
c

CcQ �I

� �
� 0, p ¼ 1, 2, . . . , v

ð14Þ

For a given feedback matrix gain G, the output energy
of the system does not exceed V xcð Þ ¼ xTcQ

�1xc where Q
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satisfies the LMI

Ac, pQþQAT
c, p þ B �vvcYþYTBT

�vvc QCc þ E �vvYð Þ
T

CcQþ E �vvY �I

� �
� 0

ð15Þ

where E �vv is the part of matrix E in Equation (4b), which
is related to the control inputs. Regarding Y as a
variable, a state-feedback gain can be found that
guarantees output energy to be less than � by solving
the LMI problem

Q xc 0ð Þ
xTc 0ð Þ �

� �
> 0 ð16Þ

When the initial conditions are known and limited by
the conditions given in Equation (12), it is also possible
to find an upper bound of the norm of the control input.
Given Q>0 and Y satisfying the quadratic stabilization
condition given by inequality (11), the maximum control
input is given by:

max
t� 0

uk k ¼ max
t� 0

YQ�1x
�� �� � max

x2e
YQ�1x
�� ��

¼ �max Q�1=2YTYQ�1=2
� �

ð17Þ

where �max Q�1=2YTYQ�1=2
� �

is the maximum eigen-
value. Therefore, the constraint is enforced for t� 0
provided that the LMI below holds

1 xc 0ð Þ
T

xc 0ð Þ Q

� �
� 0,

Q YT

Y �2I

� �
> 0 ð18Þ

where � is the maximum value of the control amplitude.
In the same way, it is possible to impose a decay rate, �,
on the closed-loop

Q>0, 2�Qþ Ac, pQþQAT
c, p þ B �vvcYþ YTBT

�vvc < 0,

p ¼ 1, 2, . . . , v ð19Þ

In summary, the controller design is the result of the
following LMI problem, where �, � and � are known

Ac,pQþQAT
c,p

þB �vvcYþY
TBT

�vvc

 !
CcQþE �vvYð Þ

T

CcQþE �vvY �I

2
64

3
75� 0

Q xc 0ð Þ

xTc 0ð Þ �

" #
> 0

1 xc 0ð Þ
T

xc 0ð Þ Q

" #
� 0

Q YT

Y �2I

" #
> 0

Q> 0

2�QþAc,pQþQAT
c,pþB �vvcYþY

TBT
�vvc< 0

p¼ 1,2, . . . ,v

ð20Þ

The resulting controller feedback gain is given by

G ¼ YQ�1 ð21Þ

where Y and Q are the solution such that LMI problem
given by Equation (20) is feasible. For each initial
condition, the input u and the output y are such that

8t � 0,
uk k<�e��t

y
�� ��<�e��t

�
ð22Þ

The matrices Y and Q are not unique; the solutions are
feasible, not optimal. However, it is also possible to
define a variable of optimization, as for instance, the
decay rate � and to solve a generalized eigenvalue
problem (Boyd et al., 1994). In that case, the matrices, Y
and Q would correspond to the optimal solution and
would be unique.

Dynamic Observer Via LMI

Some states are not always available for feedback
control, since a limited number of sensors are available,
or it can have state variables that are difficult to access,
or they are not measurable directly. In these cases, it is
essential to design observers and this is the subject of
this section. The control input is given by

v ¼ G �xxc ð23Þ

where �xxc is the modal state vector to be observed. The
linear equation of the modal observer can be written as
(Meirovitch, 1990):

�_xx_xxc ¼ Ac tð Þ �xxc þ B �vvcG �xxc þ B �wwcwþ L Cc �xxc þ E �vvG �xxc � yð Þ

ð24Þ

where B �wwc is the part of the matrix Bc in Equation (8)
that is related to the disturbance, and L is the observer
gain matrix, which can be determined using LMI. It is
possible to find an observer gain through the solution of
the following (Boyd et al., 1994):

P>0, 2�Pþ AT
c, pPþ PAc, p þWCc þ CT

cW
T<0,

p ¼ 1, 2, . . . , v ð25Þ

where � is the decay rate of the observer, with � � �.
For every P and W satisfying these LMI, there
corresponds a stabilizing observer. The inequality (25)
is very similar to inequality (11). The observer gain is
given by:

L ¼ P�1W ð26Þ

where P and W are solutions from LMI problem given
in Equation (25). Equation (26) is very similar to
Equation (21) that corresponds to the gain matrix of the
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controller. However, the sensor signals include con-
tributions from controlled and residual modes, so the
output vector is (Meirovitch, 1990)

y ¼ Ccxc þ Crxr þ E �vvG �xxc ð27Þ

Substituting into Equation (24) gives

�_xx_xxc ¼ Ac tð Þ �xxc þ B �vvcG �xxc þ B �wwcwþ LCc �xxc � xcð Þ � LCrxr

ð28Þ

Considering a polytopic system for the low frequency
modes, and substituting into Equation (8) gives

_xxc ¼ Ac tð Þxc þ B �vvcG �xxc

_xxr ¼ Arxr þ B �vvrG �xxc
ð29a, bÞ

The error vector can be written as:

_eec ¼ Ac tð Þ þ LCcð Þec � LCrxr where ec ¼ �xxc � xc

ð30Þ

Equations (29) can be rearranged and written in matrix
form as

_xxc

_xxr

_eec

8<
:

9=
; ¼

Ac tð Þ þ B �vvcG 0 B �vvcG

B �vvrG Ar B �vvrG

0 �LCr Ac tð Þ þ LCc

2
4

3
5 xc

xr

ec

8<
:

9=
;
ð31Þ

The term B �vvrG is responsible for the excitation of
residual modes by the control forces which is known
as control spillover. This term has no effect on the
eigenvalues of the closed-loop system and it cannot
destabilize the system, although it can cause some
degradation in the performance. However, the term
�LCr can produce instability in the residual modes.

This effect is known as observation spillover. However,
a small amount of modal damping, inherent in the
structure, is often sufficient to overcome the observation
spillover effect. Another way to reduce this effect is to
use a large number of sensors or to filter the sensor
signals, in order to screen out the contribution of
residual modes (Meirovitch, 1990). Other methods
to suppress spillover effects can be found in Charon
(1997).

APPLICATION EXAMPLE

To verify the proposed methodology, an aluminum
plate structure shown in Figure 2, with dimensions
given in Table 1, was considered. The structure was
modeled using FEM, with 10� 10 elements, each with
4 nodes and 3 degrees of freedom (dof ) per node
(one vertical displacement, one rotation in x and
one rotation in y). The boundary conditions were
clamped-free-free-free. To verify the proposed place-
ment methodology, the first step was to find the
placement of two pairs of PZT elements, bonded on
both sides of the plate surface, using the FEM model.
The PZT elements generate moments at their edges
(out-of-phase). The number of electrical dof changes as
a function of the number of piezoelectric elements
considered (2 dof per PZT) (Lopes et al., 2004).
The properties of the PZT elements used are shown
in Table 2. Figure 2(a) shows the discretization of
the plate, where the numbers 1 to 11 . . . 121, indicate
the nodes of the model. It was considered that each
PZT actuator could be positioned at these nodes. In
practice, some physical constraints could be imposed
to reduce the number of candidate actuator positions,
for example, it was not considered practical to fix the
PZT elements to the first row (clamped edge). So, in

1

2

3

119

120

121

PZT

Sensor

Disturbance

x

PZT

y

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Schematic structure and (b) view of the setup with the flat plate, accelerometer and PZT actuators.
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this example, 99 candidate locations for the PZT
elements were considered. Figure 2(b) shows a view
of the setup.
The placement indices of each candidate actuator

for the first and second modes are shown in Figure 3
(these correspond the two first lines of matrix T from
Equation (7)). As can be seen in Figure 3, the results are
symmetric. The largest index for the actuator position
corresponds to the best location to control the two first
modes. These figures were constructed by varying Bv

in Equation (1) (maintaining the output fixed) and
obtaining the modal reduced state-space model, based
on the FEM model. Finally, the H1 norm was found
by solving the LMI in Equation (6), considering only
the two first modes. One pair of PZT actuators was
chosen to attenuate the first mode, while the second
pair was chosen to attenuate the second mode of
vibration. Figure 4 shows the experimental setup
and the position of the PZT actuators and the
sensor. The position of the disturbance input is
shown in Figure 2(a). The procedure to choose the
best position for the sensor was similar to that for the
actuators.
To obtain the dynamic characteristics of the system

for use in control design and simulations, some tests
were performed. The system was excited separately
by impact hammer (disturbance input), and by the two
pairs of PZT actuators (control input). Because of
symmetry, the two pairs of PZT actuators were
considered as a single unit and the input voltage was
applied to both at the same time. The output (signal
for feedback) was measured with an accelerometer,
PCB Piezotronics� model 352A10, and the resulting

frequency response functions (FRFs) had a frequency
resolution of 1.25Hz. In this experiment the software
SignalCalc ACE� was used to generate a swept sine
signal (bandwidth 0–1000Hz) for the PZT and to do
the data acquisition. The impact hammer used was a
PCB Piezotronics� model 086C04. Once the data was
collected, a model of the system had to be determined
from the experimental data. A ten-mode model was
identified using an ERA (Juang and Minh, 2001). In
fact, the real system has nine modes in the frequency
range of interest, but ERA adds a highly damped
computation mode to the model. The natural frequen-
cies obtained experimentally and by the FEM are listed
in Table 3.

The FRFs of the real system and of the identified
model are shown in Figures 5(a) and 6(a), for excitation
with an inpact hammer and PZT actuators, respectively.
A fourth model is obtained by truncating the model.
The FRF amplitude plots H1 and H2 for reduced and
residual models are shown in Figures 5(b) and 6(b)
respectively.
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Figure 3. Placement indexes of PZT actuator for first and second
modes, respectively, vs PZT location.

Table 2. Properties of PZT, based on material designa-
tion PSI-5A-S4 (Piezo Systems�, Inc.).

Property Value

Length 0.02 m
Width 0.02 m
Thickness 0.00027 m
Young’s modulus 60 GPa
Density 7650 kg m�3

Dielectric constant 190e�12 m V�1

Dielectric permittivity 30.705 C/m2

Elasticity 1.076e�11 m/N2

Permittivity of space 7.33e�9 F/m

Table 1. Properties of host structure.

Property Value

Length 0.2 m
Width 0.2 m
Thickness 0.002 m
Young’s modulus 70 GPa
Density 2710 kg m�3
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Since no single fixed model can respond exactly like
the true system, uncertainties need to be accounted for
in the system. The parameter uncertainty ranges can
be described as a parameter box. The controller that
satisfies all systems described inside this convex space
is said to be robust to parametric variations. It is
enough to solve the LMI problem in Equation (20), for
the controller, and Equation (25), for the observer,
for all vertices of the system simultaneously. In the
example considered here, it was assumed that the system
could have a possible variation in the first and second
natural frequencies of �15%, giving two uncertainty
parameters

!1 2 !min
1 ¼ 0:85!1 !max

1 ¼ 1:15!1

� �
!2 2 !min

2 ¼ 0:85!2 !max
2 ¼ 1:15!2 �

�
where !i is ith natural frequency in a nominal condition
(measured in the experiments described earlier). These
uncertainties are shown in Figure 7. The vertices of the
parameter box are combinations of the minimum and
maximum values of the parameters of the system. It is
assumed that the system can have any combination of

values inside the box. The system matrix for the four
vertices is given by

Ac,1¼

��1!
min
1 !min

1 0 0

!min
1 �21�1
� �

��1!
min
1 0 0

0 0 ��2!
min
2 !min

2

0 0 !min
2 �22� 1
� �

��2!
min
2

2
6666664

3
7777775

) vertex V1

Ac,2¼

��1!
max
1 !max

1 0 0

!max
1 �21�1
� �

��1!
max
1 0 0

0 0 ��2!
min
2 !min

2

0 0 !min
2 �22�1
� �

��2!
min
2

2
6666664

3
7777775

) vertex V2

Ac,3¼

��1!
min
1 !min

1 0 0

!min
1 �21�1
� �

��1!
min
1 0 0

0 0 ��2!
max
2 !max

2

0 0 !max
2 �22�1
� �

��2!
max
2

2
6666664

3
7777775

) vertex V3

Ac,4¼

��1!
max
1 !max

1 0 0

!max
1 �21�1
� �

��1!
max
1 0 0

0 0 ��2!
max
2 !max

2

0 0 !max
2 �22�1
� �

��2!
max
2

2
6666664

3
7777775

) vertex V4

PZTs

Signal generator

Panel
Data 

acquisition

Conditioning amplifier

Test 1:
Test 2:

Hammer

Disturbance

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the measurement setup to identify the model.

Table 3. Evaluated natural frequencies (Hz).

Mode FEM Experimental % Difference

1 43.00 43.22 0.5
2 104.00 102.09 1.8
3 261.56 259.15 0.9
4 332.42 340.36 2.3
5 379.03 373.06 1.6
6 659.7 660.61 0.2
7 750.8 745.00 0.8
8 785.51 796.22 1.3
9 867.23 861.19 0.7
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and the variation in the FRFs is illustrated in
Figure 8.

The object of the controller is to increase the
damping of the first two modes. This is achieved from
the solution of the LMI problems of Equations (20)
and (25), with xc 0ð Þ ¼ �0:01 0 �0:01 0

� �T
, which

represents an initial modal displacement of �0.01m
in the first two modes, �¼ 5, � ¼ 15, �¼ 10 and �¼ 2.

Figure 9 compares the FRF magnitude plots of
the uncontrolled and controlled system, for the H1

transfer function. Table 4 shows the attenuation
achieved in the first nine modes by the active control
system, comparing the system in its uncontrolled and
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Figure 6. FRF of the plate structure excited by PZTs actuators. H2 is related with A,B �vv ,C,E �vvð Þ, where A is the dynamic matrix, B �vv is the control
input matrix, C is the output matrix, and E �vv is the direct-transmission term from the control input to output signal. (a) Real system vs identified
model by ERA and (b) complete, reduced and residual models.
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controlled state. As a result of the active damping, the
peaks at the resonance frequencies of the controlled
modes are reduced. Furthermore, the amplitudes of
some of the other modes, which are not explicitly

included in the controller, are also reduced, for example,
the amplitudes at modes 3 and 6 have been attenuated
by 3.4 and 7.0 dB, respectively. Nevertheless, some
peaks have increased, for example, the amplitudes at
modes 4 and 8 have increased by 9.0 and 4.3 dB,
respectively. This occurred, because of control spillover.

Figure 10 shows the response in time domain for
uncontrolled and controlled system and some residual
modes, considering �0.01m of modal displacement
as initial condition in the first two modes. Only the
first two graphs in Figure 11 show the response for
uncontrolled as well as the controlled system. A
negligible influence of the high frequency dynamics
on the structural control performance is observed.
Comparing the modal amplitude of the residual modes
in this figure, it can be observed that spillover effects
exist, but these are small when compared with the modal
amplitudes of the controlled modes.

To test the robustness of the controller to param-
etric variation, the system was simulated in extreme
conditions. Figure 11 shows the FRFs of the controlled
and uncontrolled structures for the four vertices of the
polytopic system, representing the parametric variation
caused by uncertainties in natural frequencies. Good
control of the first two modes is achieved in all cases.

CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of this work is to demonstrate
the design of an active vibration control system using
LMI. The positioning of the actuators, the design of
a state feedback controller robust to polytopic uncer-
tainties and the design of an observer have all been
achieved using LMI. To illustrate this procedure the
control of a plate was considered using piezoelectric
actuators and an accelerometer. The model was
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Figure 8. Magnitude plots of the two first modes for all four vertices situation (parametric variation). (a) System excited by impact hammer and
(b) system excited by PZTs actuators.
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Figure 9. H1 FRF for uncontrolled and controlled system in the
nominal condition – simulated system by computer.

Table 4. Control performance in nominal condition.

Mode

Uncontrolled Controlled Attenuation

Mag. (dB)
Damping

ratio Mag. (dB)
Damping

ratio Mag. (dB)

1 25.1 0.0101 9.9 0.053 �15.2
2 40.1 0.0037 22.8 0.024 �17.3
3 36.5 0.0041 33.1 0.0058 �3.4
4 42.3 0.0019 51.2 0.00045 þ8.9
5 46.3 0.0038 45.4 0.0044 �0.9
6 36.8 0.0017 29.8 0.004 �7.0
7 33.4 0.00458 33.4 0.0044 0.0
8 36.5 0.00148 41.4 0.000977 þ4.9
9 39.0 0.00384 37.0 0.00503 �2.0
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Figure 10. Time domain response for open-loop and closed-loop for the first two modes, considering the system in the nominal condition,
disturbance in residual modes caused by input control excitation.
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obtained from experimental data, and simulations
showed that the first two modes could be significantly
attenuated even when their natural frequencies changed
by up to �15%.
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